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A

long term program of tile
restoration is in the works. It is
unseen by many visitors and has
not been widely publicized. The tilework
involved is in the bathrooms of the original
residence rooms on the upper floors, each
bathroom featuring one or a combination
of the four colors Julia Morgan chose.
These are 1920s period shades of Blue,
Green, Gold, and Maroon, which display
subtle glaze complexities and a range of
shade variation within each color group.
On the whole, the tilework in individual bathrooms is in good condition, but
nearly every bathroom has a few tiles that
show chips or cracks which have accumulated over 80 years. In addition, the water
pipe renovation work (“Domestic Water
Remediation Project”) completed in 2007
required cutting into the tiled walls to
get access to the plumbing in every single
room – which usually damaged two or
three of the tiles. The objective now is to
remove and replace all damaged tiles in
each room, in order to bring the bathrooms
back to essentially their original condition.
The first and most difficult step in
this process was financed by LHF and
has been underway for well over a year –
matching tile shapes and glaze colors and
reproducing the tiles.
At the BCC, Julia Morgan worked with
industrially produced tiles of her day. This
is true even of the glorious and colorful
tilework in the swimming pool. It was her
design that made that work special, but
the budget for tiles did not stretch beyond
what was needed for good quality off-theshelf tiles by mainstream manufacturers of
the day. Norms have changed.
Don Shore and Linda Ellett of L’esperance
Tile Works in upstate New York have over
30 years of experience and were commissioned to match the 4 glazes and replicate original tiles. The BCC project has
had many challenges for them – finding
the right die sets (shapes and sizes), the
right clay bodies and the right glazes. Don
explained the integral relationship among
the elements with this anecdote:
It was our first national historic
trade show. I was working our booth
and looked up to see two Italian gentlemen locked in a passionate debate over
a table of my tiles. The conversation
was in Italian. I introduced myself as
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Tile matching (left); Riley Doty, Master Tiler & Ed Hunkele, BCC Bldg. Engr. at the Elevator Party.

the tile artist. After an embarassed
apology the first gentleman said “We
are colleagues at an Italian tile firm.
My friend here is the glaze chemist and
has been challenging me to deliver to
him a clay body like yours to make his
glazes look good ... I am a clay body
specialist who challenges him to give
me a glaze like yours to make my clay
body look good.”
In that small exchange you can see
that in ceramics there is a marriage of
glazes and clay bodies. One depends on
the other and vice versa. In most of our
work we focus on one or the other. In
this project we had to work them both
simultaneously.
This process has involved difficulties,
expenses and a fairly long time to reach
completion. The payoff is that once the
replacement tiles are finally produced,
the colors never fade and the tiles have
a virtually unlimited life expectancy. We
have ordered tiles for immediate use as
well as enough for future replacement,
as needed.
The end result of this restoration work
will be to make the hotel rooms more
attractive and to do so by a method
that restores the tilework to its original
appearance in a manner which meets
the highest standards of stewardship of
this historic landmark. Please consider
making a special donation to the Tile
Restoration Fund.

Thanks to tile expert Riley Doty for his contributions to this article. Riley is a tile installer
and historian (and a director at Tile Heritage
Foundation) who has been involved with this
project as well as other tile restoration work
at BCC. He gives kudos to the Landmark
Heritage Foundation and to BCC for committing themselves to the highest level of restoration. This means using custom-made replicas
which are of fired ceramic composition and
involves surgically replacing damaged individual tiles – while keeping the historic tile
installations otherwise untouched.

Why Give?
Once upon a time some villagers
decided upon a feast and as none of
them had great wealth, it was decreed
that each should bring a bottle of his
choicest wine as a contribution to a big
cask for the use of all. One village said
to himself, “Why should I give fine wine
for the good of all? I will fill my bottle
with water, empty it with the others.
My misdeed will be undetected and my
wine will be saved for my own use.” And
forthwith he did so. And behold, when
the time for the feast was at hand, only
water flowed from the cask. Each villager had substituted water for wine, saying
“my contribution will not be missed.”
So to those of you who haven’t remitted – please send along your “wine for
the cask,” because if you don’t, your
contribution will really be missed.
—Mabel Bullock, Treasurer & Chairman
of Finance, BWCC Record (July 1954)
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ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Investment
Accounts receivable
Inventory
	Workman’s compensation deposits
& undeposited funds
						
Total
						Assets
						

$

60,337
172,784
107,800
3,277

69,509
________
$ ________
413,707
________

LIABILITI ES A ND NET ASSETS
Accounts payable & accrued liabilities $ ________
1,204
						
			Total Liabilities
Net assets
		 Unrestricted
		Restricted
		Permanently
restricted
						
			Total net assets

1,204
($ 179,260)
460,238
131,525
________
412,503

Total liabilities and net assets
$ ________
413,707
						
						
________
Additional information available at the LHF office.
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o f B CC G a r d e n s

L

ast summer, we told you about the Northern California Chapter
 of the Historic American Landscapes Survey (HALS) effort to
document the gardens at the Berkeley City Club. The information
collected by a team of volunteers, who measured the site and recorded
existing conditions in May 2010, has resulted in a beautiful set of drawings that is now under review by LHF/BCC team leaders. A second team
of volunteers continues to work on a historical narrative. The drawings
will be on temporary display in the BCC lobby.
An integral part of the HALS documentation is a set of largeformat, archivally-processed photographs, which record the gardens
as they appear now. You can help LHF and BCC complete the
HALS documentation by donating all or a portion of $1,500,
which will underwrite the special photographer’s work. Contact LHF
(landmarkheritage@att.net or 510-883-9710) if you can contribute.
When finished, the final package of drawings, written history, and
photographs of the Berkeley City Club gardens will be submitted for
review by the National Park Service. After the documentation has been
accepted, it will be sent to the Library of Congress, where the Prints and
Photographs division will preserve it for posterity and make it available
to the general public.

